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  The Little Prince Antoine de Saint−Exupery,2021-08-31 The
Little Prince and nbsp;(French: and nbsp;Le Petit Prince) is a and
nbsp;novella and nbsp;by French aristocrat, writer, and aviator
and nbsp;Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. It was first published in
English and French in the US by and nbsp;Reynal and amp;
Hitchcock and nbsp;in April 1943, and posthumously in France
following the and nbsp;liberation of France and nbsp;as Saint-
Exupéry's works had been banned by the and nbsp;Vichy Regime.
The story follows a young prince who visits various planets in
space, including Earth, and addresses themes of loneliness,
friendship, love, and loss. Despite its style as a children's book,
and nbsp;The Little Prince and nbsp;makes observations about
life, adults and human nature. The Little Prince and nbsp;became
Saint-Exupéry's most successful work, selling an estimated 140
million copies worldwide, which makes it one of the and
nbsp;best-selling and nbsp;and and nbsp;most translated books
and nbsp;ever published. and nbsp;It has been translated into 301
languages and dialects. and nbsp;The Little Prince and nbsp;has
been adapted to numerous art forms and media, including audio
recordings, radio plays, live stage, film, television, ballet, and
opera.
  The Little Prince Antoine de Saint-Exupéry,1995 The story
of an airman's discovery in the desert of a small boy from another
planet.ther planet._
  The Little Prince: Le Petit Prince Antoine de Saint-
Exupery,2018-01-21 The Little Prince [Le Petit Prince], is a
novella and famous work of the French writer, poet and
pioneering aviator Antoine de Saint-Exupéry (1900-1944). The
work is both the most-read and most-translated book in the
French language, and was voted the best book of the 20th century
in France. After the outbreak of the Second World War, Saint-
Exupéry became exiled in North America. In the midst of personal
upheavals and failing health, he produced almost half of the
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writings for which he would be remembered, including a tender
tale of loneliness, friendship, love and loss, in the form of a young
prince fallen to Earth. An earlier memoir by the author had
recounted his aviation experiences in the Sahara Desert, and he is
thought to have drawn on those same experiences in The Little
Prince.Since its first publication in the United States, the novella
has been adapted to numerous art forms and media, including
audio recordings, radio plays, live stage, film screen, television,
ballet, and operatic works.
  The Little Prince - Le Petit Prince (English - French) Dual
Language Edition Antoine de Saint-Exupery,2017-09-07 Discover
a new edition of the Little Prince
  The Little Prince Antoine de Saint-Exupéry,2019-03-26
Being stranded in a desert after a crash, a pilot comes in contact
with a captivating young prince who shares his various
adventures from planet to planet and his search for what is
important in one's life. Few stories are as widely read and is
universally cherished by children and adults alike as The Little
Prince. For over 75 years the story is philosophical and includes
social criticism of the adult world, and this edition includes the
original text and beautiful illustrations. A perfect classic for every
one's library.
  The Little Prince Antoine de Exupéry,Katherine
Woods,2023-11-14 The Little Prince [Le Petit Prince], is a novella
and the most famous work of the French aristocrat, writer, poet
and pioneering aviator Antoine de Saint-Exupéry (1900–1944).
The novella is both the most-read and most-translated book in the
French language, and was voted the best book of the 20th century
in France. After the outbreak of the Second World War Saint-
Exupéry became exiled in North America. In the midst of personal
upheavals and failing health, he produced almost half of the
writings for which he would be remembered, including a tender
tale of loneliness, friendship, love and loss, in the form of a young
prince fallen to Earth. An earlier memoir by the author had
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recounted his aviation experiences in the Sahara Desert, and he is
thought to have drawn on those same experiences in The Little
Prince. Since its first publication in the United States, the novella
has been adapted to numerous art forms and media, including
audio recordings, radio plays, live stage, film screen, television,
ballet, and operatic works. The Little Prince is a poetic tale, with
watercolour illustrations by the author, in which a pilot stranded
in the desert meets a young prince fallen to Earth from a tiny
asteroid. The story is philosophical and includes social criticism,
remarking on the strangeness of the adult world. It was written
during a period when Saint-Exupéry fled to North America
subsequent to the Fall of France during the Second World War,
witnessed first hand by the author and captured in his memoir
Flight to Arras. The adult fable, according to one review, is
actually ...an allegory of Saint-Exupéry's own life--his search for
childhood certainties and interior peace, his mysticism, his belief
in human courage and brotherhood.... but also an allusion to the
tortured nature of their relationship. Though ostensibly styled as
a children's book, The Little Prince makes several observations
about life and human nature. For example, Saint-Exupéry tells of
a fox meeting the young prince during his travels on Earth. The
story's essence is contained in the lines uttered by the fox to the
little prince: On ne voit bien qu'avec le cœur. L'essentiel est
invisible pour les yeux. (One sees clearly only with the heart.
What is essential is invisible to the eyes.) Other key thematic
messages are articulated by the fox, such as: Tu deviens
responsable pour toujours de ce que tu as apprivoisé. (You
become responsible, forever, for what you have tamed.) and C'est
le temps que tu as perdu pour ta rose qui fait ta rose si
importante. (It is the time you have lost for your rose that makes
your rose so important.) The fox's messages are arguably the
book's most famous quotations because they deal with human
relationships.
  The Little Prince - Large Print Edition Antoine de Saint-
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Exupéry,2017-12-02 The Little Prince is one of the most famous
books ever written. It is said to have been translated into 300
languages and dialects. The original in French has also been
reprinted by Ishi Press as Le Petit Prince - grande Edition
imprimEe ISBN 4871879275 It was first published by Reynal &
Hitchcock, New York, 1943. Copies of the first edition are rare
and will sell for more than one thousand dollars. Here we have
used for this reprint the original translation by Katherine Woods.
There are at least six other published English Language
translations and so many translations in other languages that it is
difficult to count them. For example, there are said to be 70
translations into Chinese. The book was written in French. The
English translation was dictated by the publisher. The Little
Prince describes his travels to ten planets. The other little planets
are asteroids that circle the Sun between Mars and Jupiter. The
asteroids have numbers rather than names. The Little Prince lives
on one of these asteroids and visits the others. It appears to be
similar to and a predecessor of the Star Treck TV series involving
a space ship that goes from one planet to another finding
different life forms and new adventures on each planet.
  The Little Prince Antoine De Saint-Exupéry,2002-07 Get your
A in gear! They're today's most popular study guides-with
everything you need to succeed in school. Written by Harvard
students for students, since its inception SparkNotes(TM) has
developed a loyal community of dedicated users and become a
major education brand. Consumer demand has been so strong
that the guides have expanded to over 150 titles.
SparkNotes'(TM) motto is Smarter, Better, Faster because: - They
feature the most current ideas and themes, written by experts. -
They're easier to understand, because the same people who use
them have also written them. - The clear writing style and edited
content enables students to read through the material quickly,
saving valuable time. And with everything covered--context; plot
overview; character lists; themes, motifs, and symbols; summary
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and analysis, key facts; study questions and essay topics; and
reviews and resources--you don't have to go anywhere else!
  The Little Prince Antoine de Saint Exupéry,2019-03-27 The
Little Prince [Le Petit Prince], is a novella and the most famous
work of the French aristocrat, writer, poet and pioneering aviator
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry (1900-1944). The novella is both the
most-read and most-translated book in the French language, and
was voted the best book of the 20th century in France. After the
outbreak of the Second World War Saint-Exupéry became exiled
in North America. In the midst of personal upheavals and failing
health, he produced almost half of the writings for which he
would be remembered, including a tender tale of loneliness,
friendship, love and loss, in the form of a young prince fallen to
Earth. An earlier memoir by the author had recounted his aviation
experiences in the Sahara Desert, and he is thought to have
drawn on those same experiences in The Little Prince. Since its
first publication in the United States, the novella has been
adapted to numerous art forms and media, including audio
recordings, radio plays, live stage, film screen, television, ballet,
and operatic works. The Little Prince is a poetic tale, with
watercolour illustrations by the author, in which a pilot stranded
in the desert meets a young prince fallen to Earth from a tiny
asteroid. The story is philosophical and includes social criticism,
remarking on the strangeness of the adult world. It was written
during a period when Saint-Exupéry fled to North America
subsequent to the Fall of France during the Second World War,
witnessed first hand by the author and captured in his memoir
Flight to Arras. The adult fable, according to one review, is
actually ...an allegory of Saint-Exupéry's own life--his search for
childhood certainties and interior peace, his mysticism, his belief
in human courage and brotherhood.... but also an allusion to the
tortured nature of their relationship. Though ostensibly styled as
a children's book, The Little Prince makes several observations
about life and human nature. For example, Saint-Exupéry tells of
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a fox meeting the young prince during his travels on Earth. The
story's essence is contained in the lines uttered by the fox to the
little prince: On ne voit bien qu'avec le coeur. L'essentiel est
invisible pour les yeux. (One sees clearly only with the heart.
What is essential is invisible to the eyes.) Other key thematic
messages are articulated by the fox, such as: Tu deviens
responsable pour toujours de ce que tu as apprivoisé. (You
become responsible, forever, for what you have tamed.) and C'est
le temps que tu as perdu pour ta rose qui fait ta rose si
importante. (It is the time you have lost for your rose that makes
your rose so important.) The fox's messages are arguably the
book's most famous quotations because they deal with human
relationships. ABOUT AUTHOR: Antoine de Saint-Exupéry,
officially Antoine Marie Jean-Baptiste Roger, comte de Saint
Exupéry (29 June 1900 - 31 July 1944) was a French aristocrat,
writer, poet, and pioneering aviator. He became a laureate of
several of France's highest literary awards and also won the U.S.
National Book Award. He is best remembered for his novella The
Little Prince (Le Petit Prince) and for his lyrical aviation writings,
including Wind, Sand and Stars and Night Flight.
  Le Petit Prince - the Little Prince with Audio Antoine De
Saint-Exupéry,2017-05-13 The Little Prince in French and English
for Children and Readers of All Ages Revisit the charming tale of
the Little Prince, the well-loved story by Antoine de Saint-
Exup�ry. Fall in love with the story all over again while you
improve your French language skills. Perfect for All Readers---
Both Young and Old Introduce the love of stories to the next
generation of readers by sharing this timeless tale with young
readers. The Little Prince is perfect for sharing with the entire
family: children will adore the lovely fairy tale that the story is
wrapped in while older readers would appreciate it for what it
truly is---rife with thought-provoking allegories and metaphors
that will change the way you look at life. Written in Parallel Text
to Boost Comprehension Each paragraph is written in both
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French and English---first in French, followed by its English
equivalent. You can also read the stories in French only or in
English only: perfect for bilingual children whether native French
or English speakers! The story is recorded in two ways---an
English version narrated by a native English speaker, and a
French version narrated by a native French speaker. The audio is
designed as a perfect supplement to help you learn the proper
French and English pronunciation and improve your listening
skills while you're enjoying the story. Technical Details 160 pages
Total of four hours of audio (two hours in English, two hours in
French) Grab your copy today!
  Le Petit Prince Pop-Up Antoine De Saint-
Exupéry,2010-10-10 Saint-Exupry's worldwide classic is now
available in a pop-up format--with unabridged French text,
accompanied by the author's beautiful illustrations. Full color.
  The Little Prince (ESL/EFL Version with Audio) Qiliang
Feng,1943 This is Book 6, Collection III, of the Million-Word
Reading Project (MWRP) readers. It is suitable for learners with a
basic vocabulary of 1,500 words. Million-Word Reading Project
(MWRP) is a reading project for ESL/EFL learners at the
elementary level (with a basic vocabulary of 1,500 words). In two
years, for about fifteen minutes each day, an ESL/EFL learner can
read one million words, and reach the upper-intermediate level,
gaining a vocabulary of about 3,500 words and a large number of
expressions. Text Information Readability | 82.6 Total word count
| 16260 Words beyond 1500 | 1013 Unknown word percentage
(%) | 6.23 Unknown headword occurrence | 2.98 Unknown words
that occur 5 times or more | 40 Unknown words that occur 2
times or more | 151 Synopsis The narrator, an airplane pilot,
crashes in the Sahara desert. His plane is badly damaged and he
has very little food or water. At this time, the little prince comes
to him. He is a very serious little boy who asks the narrator to
draw him a sheep. The narrator agrees, and the two become
friends. The pilot learns that the little prince comes from a small
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planet. The little prince passes by neighboring asteroids and
meets various people, a king, a vain man, a drunkard, a
businessman, a lamplighter, a geographer and so on. After
staying on the earth for a year, the little prince decides to return
to his planet, so he asks the poisonous snake for help…. This book
is rewritten from “Little Prince” by the French author Antoine de
Saint Exupéry (1900-1944). It is the third most-translated book in
the world and one of the best-selling books ever published.
  Le Petit Prince, Illustre Antoine de Saint-Exupery,2017-11-23
I converted to ePub this book I found on the Project Gutemberg
Australia website.
  Le Petit Prince (French Edition) Antoine De Saint-
Exupery,2018-07-25 Imaginez-vous perdu dans le désert, loin de
tout lieu habité, et face à un petit garçon tout blond, surgi de
nulle part. Si de surcroît ce petit garçon vous demande avec
insistance de dessiner un mouton, vous voilà plus qu'étonné ! À
partir de là, vous n'aurez plus qu'une seule interrogation: savoir
d'où vient cet étrange petit bonhomme et connaître son histoire.
S'ouvre alors un monde étrange et poétique, peuplé de
métaphores, décrit à travers les paroles d'un petit prince qui
porte aussi sur notre monde à nous un regard tout neuf, empli de
naïveté, de fraîcheur et de gravité. Très vite, vous découvrez
d'étranges planètes, peuplées d'hommes d'affaires, de buveurs,
de vaniteux, d'allumeurs de réverbères. Cette évocation onirique,
à laquelle participent les aquarelles de l'auteur, a tout d'un
parcours initiatique, où l'enfant apprendra les richesses
essentielles des rapports humains et le secret qui les régit: On ne
voit bien qu'avec le coeur, l'essentiel est invisible pour les yeux.
Oeuvre essentielle de la littérature, ce livre de Saint-Exupéry est
un ouvrage que l'on aura à coeur de raconter à son enfant, page
après page, histoire aussi de redécouvrir l'enfant que l'on était
autrefois, avant de devenir une grande personne !
  The LITTLE PRINCE / Le PETIT PRINCE ( Avec Une
Biographie Illustrée en Français) Antoine de Saint-
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Exupéry,2017-11-28 The Little Prince (French: Le Petit Prince),
first published in 1943, is a novella, the most famous work of
French aristocrat, writer, poet, and pioneering aviator Antoine de
Saint-Exupéry.The novella is one of the most-translated books in
the world and was voted the best book of the 20th century in
France. Translated into 300 languages and dialects, selling nearly
two million copies annually, and with year-to-date sales of over
140 million copies worldwide,[6] it has become one of the best-
selling books ever published.After the outbreak of the Second
World War, Saint-Exupéry escaped to North America. Despite
personal upheavals and failing health, he produced almost half of
the writings for which he would be remembered, including a
tender tale of loneliness, friendship, love, and loss, in the form of
a young prince visiting Earth. An earlier memoir by the author
had recounted his aviation experiences in the Sahara Desert, and
he is thought to have drawn on those same experiences in The
Little Prince.Since its first publication, the novella has been
adapted to numerous art forms and media, including audio
recordings, radio plays, live stage, film, television, ballet, and
opera.
  The Little Prince Antoine de Antoine de Saint -
Exupery,2015-03-24 In The Little Prince, Saint-Exupéry explains
the importance of seeing the whole truth in order to find beauty.
He believes that visible things are only shells that hint at the real
worth hidden inside. He points out that man has not learned to
look beneath the surface, or perhaps, has forgotten how to do so.
Because adults never look inside, they will never know
themselves or others.All his life, Saint-Exupéry thought that
grown-ups cared mostly about inconsequential matters, such as
golf and neckties. When they talked about important matters,
they always became dull and boring. They seemed afraid to open
up their hearts to the real issues of life; instead, they chose to
function on a surface level.In the book, the fox teaches that one
can see only what is important in life by looking with the heart.
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Because of this lesson, Saint-Exupéry leaves the desert as a
different person. He has accepted the Little Prince's thought that
'the stars are beautiful because of a flower that cannot be seen. In
essence, the fox's lesson is about how to love, a most important
lesson for everybody to learn. The fox points out that it is the time
that one wastes on someone or something that makes it
important. The fox also tells the readers that love can overcome
existentialism: One only knows the things that one tames.... Men
buy things already made in the stores. But as there are no stores
where friends can be bought, men no longer have friends. A
human must earn a friendship, not buy it.Finally, Saint-Exupéry
explains how all joy and pleasure must be earned, not given or
received. As an example, he shows the joy that the Little Prince
and the pilot feel when they taste the water from the well. Its
sweetness comes from their journey under the stars and the work
of the pilot's arms making the pulley sing. In the end, the Little
Prince again experiences a new joy. Leaving his shell behind, he
has gone to the most beautiful place he can imagine, his star,
which is his love; he has returned to his own little heaven.
  The Little Prince Антуан де Сент-Экзюпери,2021-01-22 The
Little Prince (French: Le Petit Prince) – is an allegorical fable and
the most famous work of Antoine de Saint-Exupery.It was first
published in April 1943 by publisher “Reynal & Hitchcock” in
both English and French. Saint-Exupery wrote the novella while
living in New York City; a city he fled to after the occupation of
his native France by Nazi Germany.The literary roots of the fable
are based on the wandering plot of the rejected prince; while the
emotional – on a child’s view of the world.The story line is built
around the travels of the Little Prince who hails from the tiny
planet B-612. Gradually, his journey becomes not just the literal
movement from planet to planet, but more of a way to discover
life and the world.Thanks to Saint-Exupery’s artistic methods,
adult readers see in the fable, a transcript of a conversation of
two old friends; while children get a vivid and easily
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understandable description of the world that surrounds them.
Due mostly to these two factors, The Little Prince has achieved
such high levels of recognition and popularity.
  Le petit prince Antoine de Saint-Exupéry,2001 An aviator
whose plane is forced down in the Sahara Desert encounters a
little prince from a small planet who relates his adventures in
seeking the secret of what is important in life.
  The Little Prince Antoine Saint-Exupéry,2016-10-14 The
Little Prince recounts the relationship between an adult and a
child. The adult is an aviator who has crash landed in the Sahara
desert. The child is a golden-haired prince who has arrived on
Earth after taking a circuitous route from his home on a distant
asteroid. The prince's tales of sheep and baobab trees and roses
and the inhabitants of miniscule planets reveal many truths about
the absurdness of the adult world. Caroline Gourmand's beautiful
new illustrations enhance a text which oscillates between
narrative and dialogue, and between the language of an adult and
the language of a child. It is truly unfortunate that we can never
know how Antoine de Saint ExupEry would have wanted his book
to be interpreted, but he has graciously bequeathed us with the
simplest of means to reflect on life, love and mortality. For
children aged 8 and upwards.
  Le Petit Prince Antoine De Saint,2017-12-17 Le Petit Prince
by Le Petit Prince

Thank you for reading Le Petit Prince. As you may know, people
have look numerous times for their favorite novels like this Le
Petit Prince, but end up in malicious downloads.
Rather than reading a good book with a cup of coffee in the
afternoon, instead they cope with some harmful bugs inside their
laptop.

Le Petit Prince is available in our book collection an online access
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to it is set as public so you can get it instantly.
Our digital library spans in multiple countries, allowing you to get
the most less latency time to download any of our books like this
one.
Merely said, the Le Petit Prince is universally compatible with any
devices to read
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Adobe Acrobat,
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